
 

P1 Easter Activity Ideas 
 

Learn the words and 
dance to ‘Spring Chicken’ 

(search YouTube for 
‘Spring Chicken Easter 

Assembly song and 
dance’). 

Be warned, it is very 
catchy! 

Play this Easter problem 
solving game-grown-ups, 

it’s a bit like Tetris! 
Go to primarygames.com 

and search for 
‘Easter Hex Puzzle’. 

 

Have a family game of 
‘Sleeping Bunnies’-  

‘See the little bunnies sleeping til it’s 
nearly noon 

Shall we wake them with a merry 
tune? 

They're so still, are they ill? 
No! Wake up bunnies! 

Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop 
Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop 
Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop 
Hop little bunnies, hop and stop’ 

 
Learn an Easter tongue 

twister-how about 
‘Bust bunnies bring blue 

baskets’ or 
‘Each Easter, Eddie eats 

eighty eggs’. 
How about the winner 
wins a chocolate egg! 

Gran Rabbit’s Footsteps 
In this game someone is 

Gran Rabbit and has back 
to everyone. Everyone 

has to bunny hop up to 
Gran. At any moment 
Gran can turn around.  

When she does, everyone 
has to freeze! 

Have an Easter egg hunt 
around your house or 
garden.  You could cut 
out egg shapes in paper 
and hide them.  How 
many can you find? 

 

Make an egg and spoon 
obstacle course around 

the house using everyday 
objects.   

A handy hint would be to 
use a bouncy ball or 

piece of Lego to avoid 
mess! 

Watch and Listen to the 
story ‘Little Rabbit Foo 

Foo’ (Search YouTube for 
Little Rabbit Foo Foo with 

lyrics). 
Learn the song and have 

fun acting it out! 
 

Bunny Hop Relays- 
Place a cushion between 
your legs and hop to a 

marker and back. 
Keep going until everyone 

has a turn. How many 
can you do? Phew it is 

hard work! 

Make chocolate nest. 
Melt chocolate and mix in 
crushed shredded wheat 

(you could use rice 
crispies or cornflakes too). 
Put in the fridge to set. 

 
 

Make Easter baskets 
using junk and materials 

you have at home. 
Decorate them and use 

them to collect things on 
an Easter hunt. 

 

Make a cinema in your 
living room and enjoy a 
film with your family. 
Maybe you could even 
have some popcorn. 

 


